In early 2012, preparations for a new high precision measurement of the proton weak charge Q p W have started in Mainz. Our aim is to determine the electroweak mixing angle sin 2 (θ W ) to a relative precision of 0.15%, which requires a measurement of Q p W to a relative uncertainty of 1.9%. The experimental method comprises a measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry A PV in elastic electron-proton-scattering at a low Q 2 ∼ 0.003 GeV 2 . We will present studies of the achievable precision in measuring Q p W within Project P2. We will also show results of Geant4-simulations, which were designed to explore possible experimental setups.
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Introduction
The electroweak mixing angle θ W may be considered the most important parameter in the theory of electroweak interactions, since boson mass relations, particle weak charges and coupling constants are given in terms of the Weinberg angle. It is of high interest to perform precision measurements of sin 2 (θ W ) at all accessible energy scales, because deviations from Standard Model predictions may point at physics beyond. Figure 1 trons scattered elastically off protons. Figure 2 illustrates the experimental principle, a basic definition of A PV is given in the caption. Including isospin-symmetry one can write A PV in the following manner:
where
stands for hadronic contributions stemming from nucleon structure. G F is the Fermi-coupling and Q 2 is the negative squared 4-momentum transfer. In order to be sensitive to Q p W (and therefore to sin 2 (θ W )), it is necessary to perform the measurement at low values of Q 2 so that F(Q 2 ) becomes negligible. Figure 3 shows A PV , averaged over solid angle, at the proposed experimental conditions of P2. The asymmetry is clearly dominated by the contributions stemming from Q p W . Since
where E is the beam energy, E the energy of the scattered electron, and θ lab the electron scattering angle in the lab frame, a low Q 2 value can be gained by either choosing a higher beam energy and a lower scattering angle or vice versa. The reason for choosing the latter is that contributions from γ-Z-boxgraphs to the proton weak charge are well under control at low beam energies, as figure 4 illustrates. In order to support data analysis, a careful revalidation of higher order contributions to the proton weak charge will be performed in Mainz. 
Achievable precision
To estimate the achievable precision in the determination of sin 2 (θ W ) at the experimental conditions of Project P2, error propagation calculations have been performed using Monte Carlo methods. Figure 5 shows an example. Table 1 gives an overview of the optimal configuration. As a result, the calculations yield an achievable precision of
in the determination of the electroweak mixing angle, including effects of solid angle averaging and γ-Z-boxgraph corrections to the proton weak charge.
Concept studies for the experiment
The high beam current of 150 µA and the long target (60 cm liquid hydrogen) lead to an overall rate of 0.44 THz for the electrons stemming from elastic e-p-scattering. Therefore, at full beam Solenoid spectrometer principle Figure 6 : Conceptual sketch of a solenoid spectrometer. The beam electrons are scattered in the liquidhydrogen target, then subjected to a magnetic field parallel to the beam axis. After passing a collimator, the e-are finally detected in a 2π-symmetrical detector. current, an integrating measurement of A PV will be necessary, which means that we require a good background-separation. Currently, we are studying solenoidal and toroidal magnetic field configurations w.r.t. their focusing and background-separation capabilities. a solenoid and a toroid respectively. A solenoidal field configuration is highly desirable due to the fact that it allows for using the full azimuth for the measurement, resulting in a quicker completion of the envisaged measurement program. An extensive Geant4-simulation including beam-target interaction, tracking of particles in the magnetic field and simulation of detector response is currently under development.
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Timeline
The timeline of Project P2 consists of three major phases. Fig. 10 shows a schematic sketch. The first phase is devoted to preparatory work, i.e. concept studies and testing of detector mate- rials. The theoretical work needed to interpret the experimental data will also be carried out here. Phases two and three will be dedicated to data taking and analysis.
